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Lecture 4 – Behavior Trees 

 
In this Lecture we will explore the use of a Behavior Tree algorithm to control a character in a  

game scenario. 

The scenario to be used in this Laboratory consists in a simple game environment, where the 

character, brave Sir Uthgard the Paladin has the goal of finding the treasure chests in a 

dangerous dungeon. But in this Lecture you will give some intelligence to Sir Uthgard’s enemies: 

● Skeletons –The weakest type of enemy. They are mindless creatures that roam the 

dungeon until they find the character. They then charge and attack. They deal 2 damage 

to the character in melee combat. They also give 3 XP each. 

● Orcs –They are more intelligent. They patrol certain areas and can raise an alarm id 

detecting the character. They deal 5 damage to the character in melee combat, and run 

away if their health is low. They give 10 xp. 

● Dragon – Deals 10 damage to the character in melee combat. It gives 20 XP. 

There will be several distinct objects and enemies scattered across the level: 

● Mana Potions – blue potions, fully restore Sir Uthgard mana (10 mana). 

● Health Potions – red potions, fully restore Sir Uthgard health to its maximum. 

● Chests –treasure chests that Sir Uthgard must get. Each one gives 5 coins.  

 



In addition Sir Uthgard can perform the following actions in the environment (by pressing F 

nearby the respective objects): 

● Sword Attack – attack a foe with your iron sword. Can only be performed at melee 

range, and monsters will attack you back. Attacking an enemy with your sword will 

decrease your HP according to their type as specified above. The enemy will be dead, 

and the character will gain XP accordingly.  

● Pick Up Chest – Pick up a chest to give the character 5 gold coins. 

● Get Health Potion – Pick up a health potion and drink it, regaining full health equal to 

the character’s maximum health. 

● Get Mana Potion – Pick up a mana potion and drink it, regaining full mana (10 points of 

mana). 

● Level Up (Pressing L) - If Sir Uthgard has enough experience he can gain a level. 

Sir Uthgard’s enemies can perform the following actions in the environment: 

● Melee Attack – attacks any hero entering its range.  

● Move to – moves the character towards a new location.  

● [TODO]: Shout (orcs only) –  other orcs nearby can listen and react 

 

1) Explore the provided scene and the source code 
a) Open the downloaded project in Unity and explore the scene Dungeon. You will find the 

several distinct game objects scattered across the level. 

b) Start by analyzing the classes inside the Game Manager folder. The GameManager class 

contains the methods for action execution and for updating the characters variables.   

c) Analyze the classes inside the BehaviorTree Folder. Look at the actions and the sample 

behavior tree included there.  

d) Take a look at the NPC class, its actions  

 

2) Implement a Behavior Tree to control the orcs 
a) Implement the Selector composite task: create a class similar to the Sequence one and 

implement the Selector by changing its run method. 

b) Create a Patrol behavior tree using either a Sequence or a Selector, only for the orcs, 

where they move between 2 positions and if they see the player they are able to pursue 

him. If they are too far from the Player they should give up and return to the Patrol 

behavior.  

c) Implement a “Shout” action where if an orc sees the player it warns the other orcs and 

they all know where the shout came from. Add a shouting sound to increase immersion 

and a visual clue to understand who shouted. 

d) Improve your behavior tree to account for the new action of the orcs.  
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